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Public Interest Disclosure Act 2013

What sort of conduct does the PID Act cover?
The PID Act covers disclosures of ‘discosable conduct’ which includes:

—  conduct that contravenes a Commonwealth law

—  corruption or maladministration

—  wastage of public money

—  conduct that unreasonably endangers the health and safety of other people or the environment

—  conduct that could give rise to disciplinary action, including a breach of the APS Code of Conduct.

If I tell my supervisor about misconduct by another employee, will that be a disclosure  
under the PID Act?
Generally yes, if what you say could provide reasonable grounds for the commencement of disciplinary action 
against the employee. If you want to discuss the possible misconduct of a work colleague with someone without 
the PID Act applying to your disclosure, you should talk to someone in your agency who is not your supervisor 
or manager, or you should contact your HR or personnel area. If you are an APS employee, you could contact 
the APSC’s Ethics Advisory Service to discuss and seek advice on ethical issues that occur in the workplace 
(see Australian Public Service Commission – Ethics advisory service). You could also use the agency’s Employee 
Assistance Program to discuss these issues.

If I am thinking about making a disclosure, who is the best person to talk to in my agency 
about how the PID Act works?
One of the agency’s Authorised Officers – they can tell you how to make a disclosure under the PID Act and  
about the protections that apply to disclosers. 

Do I have to say that I am making a report under the PID Act for it to be covered by the Act?
No. You don’t have to mention the Act or ‘claim’ coverage under it, in order to be covered. What matters is:

—  the type of conduct that you disclose

—  who it is about 

—  who you report it to.

Do I have to make a report in writing for it to be covered by the PID Act?
No, you can make an oral report to your supervisor or manager or to an Authorised Officer.

Can I be sued for defamation if I make a PID Act disclosure?
No, so long as you do not knowingly make false or misleading statements.
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Can I make a PID disclosure anonymously?
Yes. But if you choose to remain anonymous, this may affect whether the disclosable conduct can be properly 
investigated.

Will anyone take any notice of a report that is anonymous?
Generally speaking, all disclosures under the PID Act must be investigated. However, it might be impracticable to 
investigate an anonymous disclosure if, for example, the identity of the person who made the disclosure is crucial  
to the investigation or the disclosure does not contain enough information to form the basis of an investigation.

Can I make a report in person, but then keep my identity concealed from everyone else in the 
process?
Yes. You can make a disclosure to your supervisor, manager or an Authorised Officer. The Authorised Officer who 
then allocates your disclosure for investigation can only give your name and contact details to the investigator if 
you consent. However, this will mean that you won’t be kept informed of the progress of the investigation. It may 
also mean that your disclosure cannot be properly investigated.

What if I want to make a report, but I don’t want the matter investigated?
Generally speaking, a disclosure must be investigated once it has been made. In some circumstances, an 
investigator may be able to decide not to investigate your disclosure if you do not want it to be investigated,  
but only if they are reasonably satisfied that the disclosure does not warrant investigation.

Is a PID Act investigation the same as a Code of Conduct investigation under the Public  
Service Act?
No. They are 2 separate processes.

What protections do I get if I make a report under the PID Act?
If you make a disclosure under the PID Act:

—   you cannot be made subject to any criminal, civil or administrative liability, or action for breach of contract,  
because you made the disclosure

—   a person cannot take an action against you because you made the disclosure, otherwise they will be subject  
to criminal penalty

—  unless you consent to your identity being disclosed, your identity will be protected

—  your workplace rights will be protected under the Fair Work Act 2009.

How long do the PID Act protections last?
The PID Act protections never expire.

What if I want to tell my story to the media?
The PID Act may allow you to disclose information to the media, but only if certain conditions are met. In all 
circumstances, you must first have made an internal disclosure (that is, a disclosure within your agency, or to the 
agency the disclosable conduct relates to or to the Ombudsman). You should seek legal advice before making an 
external disclosure.
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How do I find out who is an Authorised Officer under the PID Act in my agency?
The principal officer of your agency must ensure that the employees know who are the Authorised Officers in 
your agency.  This information will be on the agency’s external website and the intranet.  If you can’t find the list 
of Authorised Officers, ask your supervisor or contact your HR area.

What should I do if I think someone is taking reprisal action against me because I made  
a disclosure?
You should raise your concerns as soon as possible.  You can discuss it with someone in HR or with your 
supervisor or manager (if appropriate). You could also discuss with an Authorised Officer in the agency.

What is the process once I have made a report?
Once you have made a disclosure, it will be allocated to an agency for investigation (usually the agency that the 
disclosure relates to). If you have consented to have your name and contact details given to the investigator, the 
investigator will let you know the estimated length of the investigation. In some circumstances, the investigator 
may decide not to investigate and, if so, will give you the reasons why. Once the investigation is complete, the 
investigator will prepare a report recommending the action to be taken. You will be given a copy of the report 
although sometimes there may be redactions.

How long will the process take?
A PID Act investigation must be completed within 90 days of it being allocated to an agency.  The 90-day limit 
can be extended with the consent of the Ombudsman.

Where can I find the agency’s PID Act procedures?
The PID Act procedures are on the intranet.

What will I be told at the end of it all?
You will be given a copy of the investigation report. In some circumstances, you may also be informed of any 
action taken in response to the recommendations in the investigation report.

What if I want to make a disclosure about a contractor?
Generally speaking, you will be able to make disclosures about government contractors under the PID Act;  
an Authorised Officer in your agency will be able to confirm this for you.

If I report somebody, will they be told that I reported them?
This will depend on the nature of your disclosure and how your disclosure is dealt with. It also depends on 
whether you consent to your name and contact details being given to the investigator. If the disclosure is 
investigated, the investigator may be required to tell the person who is alleged to have engaged in wrongdoing, 
who made the disclosure because of the requirements of procedural fairness. However, in some cases, the 
identity of the discloser is not required for the person to be able to properly respond to the allegation. The PID 
Act generally prohibits disclosure of your identity as a discloser but this is subject to a number of exceptions.

What if I am not happy with how the agency handles my PID Act disclosure?
You can make a complaint to the Ombudsman under the Ombudsman Act 1976 about how the agency has 
handled your disclosure. You may be able to make an external disclosure but you may wish to seek legal advice 
before doing so. 
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